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NEW QUESTION: 1
The process of stating goals and determining the most effective
way of reaching them is the definition for:
A. Managing
B. Implementing
C. Mission Statement
D. Planning
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
The customer needs to run Oracle GoldenGate to replicate data
in real time (rom on-premises tables into the Database in
cloud. The Data integration platform Cloud (DIPC) server that
runs Oracle GoldenGate Relocation in cloud has all ports locked
down for incoming traffic except the How can you configure the
data pump Extract to run on-premises sending data into cloud?
A. Configure another data pump Extract in a DMZ server and
connect directly to Manager running in DIPC server
B. Run Socks5 Proxy on-premises to connect lo DIPC server via
ssh protocol in cloud and use that tunnel for the data pomp

Extract
C. Configure a data pump Extract to send trail files directly
lo data collector (Server) running in DIPC server
D. Run scp 10 copy the Hail dies from on-premises server to OPC
cloud using the ope user
Answer: C

NEW QUESTION: 3
Exhibit:
BGP is flapping after the Copp policy is applied. What are the
two solutions to fix the issue?
(Choose two)
A. Configure IP CEF for CoPP policy and BGP to work
B. Configure a higher value for CIR under the default class to
allow more packets during peak traffic
C. Configure BGP in the COPP-CRIT1CAL-7600 ACL
D. Configure a three-color policer instead of two-color policer
under Class COPP-CRIT1CAL-7600
E. Configure a higher value for CIR under the Class
COPP-CRIT1CAL-7600
Answer: A,C
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